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[57] ABSTRACT
A camera shutter assembly having a pair of super-
posed opaque planar shutter blades, each having an
aperture and being arranged for reciprocal linear
movement is disclosed. A pair of rotary solenoids,
each connected to one of the blades by a linkage and
arranged to be actuated separately at a predetermined
interval is provided. An inertia damper and stop plate
is built into each solenoid to prevent rebound.

6 Claims, 12 Drawing Figures
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ROTARY SOLENOID SHUTTER DRIVE ASSEMBLY OFSCRIRTION OF THF DRAWINGS
AND ROTARY INERTIA DAMPER AND STOP BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

PLATE ASSEMBLY These and other objects will become apparent as the
description of the invention proceeds, such description

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 5 making reference to the annexed drawings wherein:
The invention described herein was made in the per- FIG. 1 is a front elevational view of the shutter as-

formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- sembly of the instant invention with the shutter blades
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National in the "cocked" position;
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law FIG- 2 is a sectional view taken on the line 2-2 of
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). 10 FIG l>

FIG. 3 is a vertical elevational view of the apparatus
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION of FIG. 1 illustrating the start of a shutter opening oper-

This invention generally relates to cameras, and more ation,
particularly, this invention relates to a camera shutter ]5

 FI(M« a Plan vlew of the direct blade of the aPPara'
having long life and extreme accuracy. Ul^ - • ' ', • ,, . . .. ., _, , .. . . " , j u .. u FIG. 5 is a plan view of the indirect blade of the appa-Vanous types of cameras and camera shutters have . _.„ K. vv

. . . . u » u • -. ratus of FIG. 1;been developed over many years, each type being suit- _,_ ... . . , . , _._ ,. . . . K . , j . . /K „,?., FIG. 6 is a plan view of the apparatus of FIG. 1;able for a particular need and environment. While a _,„ _ . r .. . . . , r ., .. _ 1 ,., . " , . . „ . . FIG. 7 is a sectional view taken on the line 7 — 7 of
generalization can be made that all cameras, for practi- 2o CIQ i.
cal purposes, include a lens or other optical system for F,G 'g fa a Khematic elevationa, view of the camera
focusing an image, a shutter for controlling the expo- assemb,y according to the instant invention;
sure, and some means for recording the image, such F1G 9 js a partially sectionai elevational view of the
means being either a light-sensitive photographic film soienoid used in the shutter of the instant invention;
or electronic apparatus, it is also clear that these ele- 25 FIG. 10 is a sectional view taken on the line 10-10
ments vary widely according to the ultimate purpose of pjQ 9.
for which the camera will be Used. FIG. 11 is a partially fragmented, partially sectional

It is apparent that for use in a satellite a camera must vjew Of tne soienojd of FIG. 9 and;
be able to operate under a wide variety of conditions FIG. 12 is an exploded view of the solenoid used in
and must be able to withstand extremes of temperature 30 the shutter of the instant invention.
and mechanical abuse. For example, at the time of
launching the satelite the camera will be subjected to DESCRIPTpMHnniMBNiT^EFERRED

forces many times that of gravity and, once the satelite EMBODIMENTS
is in orbit, the camera will be .operating essentially in a Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2 for a basic understanding
vacuum and at wide temperature extremes. Thus, it will 35 of the instant invention, there will be seen a camera
be appreciated that such a camera must be designed to shutter generally designated by the numeral 10, such
withstand these various types of abuse and to be ex- shutter generally having a T-shaped frame 12 which in-
tremely reliable due to the impossibility to effect re- eludes a pair of rails 14 each bearing a solenoid assem-
pairs and adjustments. In such a camera various con- bly 16, 17. A set of gibs 18 are provided to guide the
ventional electronic means for recording an image and, two shutter blades. The shutter blades consist of a di-
eventually, transmitting the same to earth are available. rect blade 20 and a" indirect blade 22. Frame 12 also
Similarly, lens systems which are capable of withstand- includes, between the gibs 18, an aperture 24. Direct
ing the extremes of shock and temperature are also blade 20 has *" aperture 26 and direct blade 22 has an
available. The most delicate and, therefore, difficult to 45 aperture 28. A foot 30 is provided for aligning the shut-
construct, is the shutter system. Such a shutter system <er assembly in the camera. Direct shutter blade 20 is
must be capable of providing an extremely small expo- dnven by sole,nold V b? l^^f,

m^m genera"y C°m"
sure time (from about 4 to about 16 milliseconds) at PnsinS arm J2

1?
nllink *? ("?a

 3) connected at **
... , - . .... . , .. pivot points by bushings 36 and 38 made of any suitablesmall tolerances (± 0,4 milliseconds) and have an ex- £ ̂  ^^ ^ sim .̂ .̂  ^ ^ .g

tremely long endurance life. 50 driyen fey so,enoid w thrQugh afm 4fl af)d ,ink 42

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION bushings 44 and 46 provided at the pivot points.
. . . . . Turning momentarily to FIGS. 4 and 5, it will be seen

It ,s, therefore, a primary object of the present mven- ^ djrect b,ade 20 has an ufe 2fi fa ^
tion to provide a camera shutter for extremely short ex- portion thereof whi,e jndirect Wade 22 has aperture 2g

posure times and having a long endurance life. 55 jn ^ ,ower portjon thereof Returning to FIGS l and

It is another primary object of the present invention 2j it win be Km ^ai both direct blade 2Q and indirect

to provide a camera shutter having extreme accuracy blade 22 are in the deenergized, or cocked position. In
and a low level of shock at the end of a blade stroke. tnis position, aperture 24 is blocked. As will be de-

, scribed in more detail hereinbelow, to make an expo-
It is another object of the present invention to pro- ° sure> the direct solenoid 17 is actuated thereby moving

vide a simply constructed camera shutter having a dou- the direct blade 20 downwardly and aligning aperture
ble blade system combined with rotary solenoids hav- 26 with aperture 24. After a pre-determined interval,
ing an inertia damper assembly. indirect solenoid 16 is actuated thereby moving indi-

It is still another object of the present invention, con- 6J rect blade 22 downwardly and beginning to close the
sistent with the foregoing objects, to provide a camera aperture. FIG. 3 shows the relationship of the blades 20
capable of withstanding extremes of shock and temper- and 22 part-way through the exposure when direct
ature. blade 20 has moved downwardly to expose part of ap-
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erture 24 and indirect blade 22 has not yet begun its sembly 72 basically consists of an armature 74, core 76,
travel. stator 78, and output shaft 80. Output shaft 80 is fixed

Certain aspects of the operation of shutter assembly to armature 74 which is constructed so as to have a pair
10 will be clarified by referring to FIGS. 6 and 7 of opposed "chordal lands" or flats 82. Drive arm 84
wherein it will be seen that solenoids 16 and 17 are 5 is secured to output shaft 80 and, in turn, is operatively
mounted on opposite sides of frame 12. Arm 40 is sol- connected to one of the blades 20 or 22 by means of
idly fastened to output shaft 48 at 50 by any suitable a Hnk. Stator 78 has a pair of tabs 86 projecting out-
means known in the art. Similarly, arm 32 is solidly fas- wardly, each of the tabs 86 having a width "jr."
tened to output shaft 52 of solenoid 17 at 54 by suitable A damper assembly 88 is provided, the damper as-
means. Direct blade 20 and indirect blade 22 are 10 sembly including a heavy metal ring 90 and a stop plate
guided in their linear movement by channels 56 and 92 made of Delrin which is a polyoxymethylerie ther-
58, respectively in gibs 18. moplastic polymer made by the polymerization of for-

Attention is now drawn to FIG. 8 which depicts shut- maidehyde and being hard, rigid, strong, tough and re-
ter assembly 10 in place in a camera generally desig- si,ient as wel, M being dimensionally stable. Of course,
nated by the numeral 60. Camera 60 includes lens as- 15 the ,ate can be fabricated of any materia, havm
sembly 62, shutter assembly 10, and vidicon assembly the perties of Delrin. The stop plate 92 has a pair of

64. Vidicon assembly 64, the construction and opera- Q d s,Qts 94 corresponding to tobs 86 which will flt

tion of which are conventional and well known in the thereinto and having a width of 0 020 inch greater than
ait, includes yoke 66. „ "jr." The stop plate 92 is secured to the heavy metal

The electrical connections of solenoids 16 and 17 are 20 . • , r . .. , . '. , .. „ . ,„_, , . . « > - . , - nng 90 by any suitable means such as rivets 96.shown schematically at 68. The solenoids 16 and 17 are „ . , , • .- f , . ,, 00... . j , -.. •.• ., -... Particular characteristics of the damper assembly 88operatively connected, along with vidicon assembly 64, . ,. . , , . . . . . . . .
to control means 70 which is made in a conventional a«^at the inertia of the assembly ismatched with that
manner and serves the purpose of actuating the sole- of the rest of the armature-linkage-blade system ,n ap-
noids 16 and 17 to produce an exposure while control- 25 proximate ratio of 1 to 2 and it permits the damper as-
ling the vidicon assembly to record the image which is ?embly 88 .to «*«* b^°nd *e P01"1 of'nitlal imPact

produced at the focal plane of lens assembly 62. The by approximately 0.020 inch peripherally. It will be
image thus recorded by vidicon assembly 64 can be recognized that the impact referred to is that of the ar-
transmitted to a remote location by conventional elec- mature 74 a«ainst armature stroke limiting stop 98 of
tronic means. It should be noted that when shutter as- 30 st°P Plate 92-

sembly 10 is mounted in camera 60, pin 30 is seated in The combination of the sized inertia and the amount
a suitable bushing such as one fabricated of polyure- of over travel present a controlled multiple collision re-
thane in order to minimize microphonic effects on the action of the armature-blade system against the stop
vidicon assembly 64. plate which reduces the coefficient of restitution in the

In operation, control means 70 actuates direct sole- 3S system and consequently significantly reduces the
noid 17 which then moves direct blade 20 through arm bounce at the end of the stroke and, therefore, elimi-
32 and link 34. When direct solenoid 17 is actuated, di- nates double exposure.
rect blade 20 begins its movement downwardly The mechanism of the multiple collision stop plate
thereby beginning to open aperture 26 to produce the can be illustrated by the simple analog of two colliding
exposure. After a pre-determined interval, for example, 40 elastic balls and a fixed stop plate. Consider two balls
4, 8, or 16 milliseconds, after power is applied to direct of mass M and m travelling at speeds U and u
solenoid 17, indirect solenoid 16 is actuated thereby respectively along their line of centers with U > u.
moving indirect blade 22 by means of arm 40 and link _ _ _ _
42. This movement of indirect blade 22 begins to close Main~- -»~~ {/ * ~n Damper
the aperture. The blade speed and power timing are 45

 mass (G\ e (JJJ\ mass • stop
such that the two blades 20 and 22 move across the ap- * p? > ^/
erture 26 in a manner to create a moving slit across the
same. The choice of the differential in power timing, After collision the velocities of the two balls are V and
such as 4, 8, or 16 milliseconds, will result in differing v where, from the conservation of momentum
widths of the moving slit, with a higher time differential _
creating the wider slit. Thus, the exposure is deter- MV + mu - MV + mv
mined by the size of the slit. and for a coefficient of restitution e

It will be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art _ .
that the possibility exists in a shutter of the type de- v ~ " — ~e(u~V) so that
scribed above that at the end of the stroke of the blades V= MU + mu-em (U-u )/M+m
there will be a bounce or rebound of one or both of the ,,,. , , u,,, •>/, .»,
. . . . . . . . . . j / j , _ i v — MU - r mu T e Ml C/— u ) M-rmblades thereby producing vibration and/or double ex-
posure. Accordingly, in another aspect of the present For example if the second (damper) mass is half the
invention, means are provided for eliminating such a ,_ primary mass, and is initially at rest then for a coeffici-
possibility, such means taking the form of a particular ent of restitution of V4 we have
modification of the rotary solenoids to accomplish this _ ,... ,,
result. In this regard, attention is directed to FIGS. 9 m ~ ' ' u=0> e=^
through 12 wherein the construction of the rotary sole- so that Vt = U/2
noids is shown. It should be apparent that this construe- 65 and v, = U
tion is identical for both solenoids 16 and 17. Thus, for The damper mass then moves ahead and hits the end
purposes of this discussion, the solenoid is generally stop and is reflected with speed — ex incident i.e.— U/2.
designated by the numeral 72. .The rotary solenoid as- A second collision between the masses occurs with ini-
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tial speeds'of U/2 and — U/2 resulting in post-collision been successfully achieved. Moreover, while there is
speeds of shown and described a present preferred embodiment

v _ of the invention, it is to be distinctly understood that
2 the invention is not limited thereto but may be other-

V2 = U/2 5 wise variously embodied and practised within the scope
The damper mass then strikes the stop plate for the sec- of the following claims. Accordingly,
ond time and is reflected with speed -U/4. Finally the what is claimed is:
damper mass hits the main mass for the third collision L A camera shutter assembly comprising a pair of su-
resulting in speeds perposed opaque planar shutter blade members, each

10 said member having aperture means therein and being
Vs = —U/& arranged for reciprocal linear movement between an

v3 = o initial rest position and a final rest position; a pair of ro-
... , . tary solenoids, each of said solenoids being operatively

so that the damper mass comes to rest and the mam connected to one of said b,ade members b linkage
mass ,s reflected after these multiple collisions w.th % ,5 means tQ cause movement of sajd b,ade mem^n when
of its incoming speed. A single collision with a fixed ., . . . . . . , ,. ..., f.- j r i/ i. • -j said solenoids are actuated; and means for actuatingstop plate would give return speed of Vfe the incident • _ , , . j . . , - • . , , - j .. . . ., .... .... , ... said solenoids such that one of said solenoids is actu-speed so that the multiple collision bumper is four » j . j. - j . - • i v * i _ . u
times as effective in reducing the return speed. a'ed at a Predeterm,ned time interval before the other

The measured inertia of the Delrin and heavy metal 20
 offd soleno'ds- whereby predetermined portions of

stop plate was approximately half that of the rest of the said "f*1"6 means c°'nclde for a predetermined pe-
system and a coefficient of restitution of 0.5 for Delrin- nod of time to Permit the Passa&e of lncldent ^d.at.on.
to-steel collisions is typical. In the simple example pro- _ . . . .
vided, the collisions have been assumed to be instanta- 2" A shutter ^sembly defined ,n clam, 1, wherein
neous. In real life the finite time taken by the collisions 25

 sald Predetermined time interval ranges from about 4
must of course be taken into account and they do lead to 16 milliseconds.
to less reduction in velocity, however the simple exam- 3- A shutter assembly as defined in claim 1, wherein
pie cited is illustrative of the method of energy dissipa- each of said solenoids comprises a core, stator means
tjon having a pair of opposed arms and at least partially sur-

Actuation of each rotary solenoid produces a 65° 30 rounding said core, armature means having a pair of
rotation of the shaft as limited by the internal stop opposed chordal lands, and substantially fixed damper
plate. The 65° rotation, via the arm and link, produces means, said damper means comprising a heavy metal
a linear motion of the specific blade associated with ring and a stop Plate. said stop plate having a pair of op-
that solenoid. Thus, using the device of the instant in- Posed armature limiting stops, one of said linkage
vention a uniformity of exposure across the aperture 35 means being fixed to said armature means through an
and a repeatability of exposure have been achieved outlet shaft, said damper means having an inertia equal
both of which are within ±0.4 millisecond over a tern- to one-half the inertia of said armature means, said one
perature range of 0° C to 50° C. This performance is of said linkage means, and a corresponding blade mem-
achievable for a life of 1 million cycles in a vacuum of ber.
10~5 torr. The shutter assembly will maintain this accu- 40 <*• A shutter assembly as defined in claim 3, wherein
racy for any exposure time from 4 to 16 milliseconds said stop plate is fabricated of a material having the
with simple adjustment of the input electrical pulses to characteristics of a polyoxymethylene thermoplastic
the direct and indirect solenoids. This shutter assembly polymer made by the polymerization of formaldehyde,
also can be used as a means for rapid insertion and re-
traction of lens filters on cameras and can be applied 45 5. A shutter assembly as defined in claim 3, wherein
in such a way as to provide a relatively high number of each of said arms of said stator means has a tab extend-
filters within a reasonably small package. The filters ing therefrom and said stop plate includes a pair of slots
would merely replace the shutter blades and would be which mate with said tabs, said slots being 0.020 inch
driven and held on command through rotary solenoids wider than said tabs, whereby when said armature
designed for continuous duty. Furthermore, the device 50 means engages said stop plate, said stop plate will travel
can be used to produce a variety of shutter exposure at most 0.020 inch from the impact,
times over a wider range by adjustment of solenoid 6. A camera assembly comprising the shutter assem-
torque, solenoid pulse timing, linkage ratios, blade to bly of claim 1, a lens assembly and a vidicon assembly,
aperture sizing and degrees of solenoid stroke. said shutter assembly being interposed between said

It should be apparent from the foregoing detailed de- 55 lens assembly and said vidicon assembly,
scription that the objects set forth hereinabove have * * * * *
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